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Read the Snippet at the top of the
following pages to find out what Simon
Fraser was doing before and after his
explorations in B.C.
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Best wishes for the holiday season

The last newsletter mentioned
a visit from two University of
Victoria students researching
Chinese history in this area.
We are now actively involved
in this project.
Dereck built a photo booth
and photographed all of our
Museum’s Chinese items.
Marie is almost finished entering the text
information to the CCAP website. Once
the entry and matching photo have been
checked for accuracy and the project
coordinator at UVic has reviewed the
entries they will go online for all to see.
Target date is to have it “go live” in
January.

Please make your 2016 New Year Resolution
to become more active in ‘your’ museum.

© Lytton Museum & Archives 2015

Born in 1776 in New York state. Family moved to
Canada after father died in American Revolution.
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Report from the Chair 2015
It is nice to look back and see just what has
been done by our group of dedicated
volunteers, volunteers looking after all
aspects of the museum as the search for a
Curator continues.
A lot of work was put into moving the back
yard display addition to the point of
construction. After meetings were held with
the building inspector plans were finalized
and then a request for bids was distributed
both locally and to neighbouring
communities. The response to our ad was
disappointing to say the least. However, with
persistence from Peter Heaster, we managed
to get a bid that was accepted and the job
was let to a local builder and the addition is
to be completed before the end of the year.
The usual needs to get the museum ready for
the tourist season by painting, cleaning,
display management, were all accomplished
by our dedicated volunteers. Some new
display lighting	
  was added much improving
the visibility of the artifacts. The St Georges
bell was mounted for display in the back
yard and the Museum Policy underwent a
thorough review. Informative and
entertaining newsletters were produced. Our
web site continues to grow and improve.
The summer staff was hired by the village
and it was good to have the experienced help
through the summer. Excellent job.
Our major focus this year aside from the
daily operation has been the fundraising for a
fireproof addition to the building to further
secure our growing archives collection.

Thanks to Douglas Rebagliati for stepping up
and providing the jump start for this
endeavour. Through his generosity and the
generosity of others we have now raised over
$38,000 toward the project. It is hoped that
some grant funding will be made available
through the Village of Lytton Council and the
new executive will pursue more creative
means of fund procurement.
Thank you to all the people who are dedicated
to preserving and promoting the history of
Lytton and area. It has been, I believe, a year
of promise, and I trust that what has been
started by so many dedicated people over past
years will continue to grow as our new
executive takes the reins.
Respectfully submitted
Jim Steer
Chair, Lytton Museum
& Archives Commission

$200,000 You Say....
Were any of your family stamp collectors ?
If your attic holds an old stamp collection,
perhaps you might like to check it.
This 2-cent Canadian
stamp, issued in 1868,
sold in November 1997
for just over $200,000.
Rumour has it that the
owner turned down
$500,000 for it a couple
of years ago.

At age 16 apprenticed to North West Company.
Became a company partner in 1801.

My 2015 year at the Museum
It started off as always, slow but steady. It
progressively got busier as the season went
on, some days reaching over 80 visitors on a
given day. We treated bus loads of Israelis,
Germans and Swiss to our little village and
its history.
We have acquired a relationship with one tour
bus driver, Armin, who does a two week
cycle of German and Swiss tourists starting in
Vancouver, and always makes a point of
stopping in Lytton and our museum, then
through BC to Alberta, Banff, Lake Louise,
Jasper then down to Denver where he sends
his load of tourists back home and picks up
another load and does the tour in reverse.
This year was more demanding than last as
our visitors wanted more time and
information and would not just cycle the
exhibits but listen to our information and ask
lots of questions.
For the most part I would consider the
visitors, who came from all over the world,
truly interested and thirsting for history from
our village and the province of BC.
Comments this year, both written and verbal,
were always encouraging, some even praising
our knowledge and communicating skills. It’s
good to get positive feedback.
The little add ons I give visitors on how to go
to, and on, our reaction ferry and pedestrian
rail bridge, and directions to Ken Glasgow’s
are always received with enthusiasm.
Many visitors after August 18 and the airing
of "Still Standing" were here because of the
airing and wanted to just visit this crazy little
village and explore.
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In closing, I will quote the verbal comment of
two visitors from the Netherlands.."We have
been all over the world and seen every country’s
WOW!, which every country has.....but Western
Canada has been the best WOW! ever. The
vastness, the terrain, and the people cannot be
matched !”
Submitted by Dereck Ostiquy

Our summer visitors and some comments
Dereck and I enjoyed our roles as host to the many people
who had the time and interest to visit the museum. We
received many good comments about how interesting
our exhibits are and how so much information on Lytton
is available. There were students who did research while
here. The bear was a hit with many, both young and old.
One visitor's mother was born here in 1921. Another had
an Aunt whose last name was Berry, who taught school
here in the mid forties. French speaking visitors enjoyed
chatting with Dereck. Relatives of the Loring family came
looking for information, and we had members of the Hicks
family from Oregon, who found us interesting. The same
for a relative of Thomas and Annie Hicks from Bowen
Island.
Here are some comments from our guest book I liked.
"Thanks Dorothy, a fantastic memories trip."
"This was my home in the sixties, home sweet home".
"Small but perfectly formed."
"Covered all the cultures, well done and thank you."
"This small museum is a treasure box. With so many
treasures from the past. A great experience for our
children."
"Thank you so much for keeping this museum, love
it."
"One of the best guided tours through a museum I ever had."
"Great museum, very informative staff
"Very interesting, glad we stopped, thank you."
Submitted by Tom Peglow

1806-1808 explored B.C. 1811 placed in charge of
Red River Dept., largest in western North America. PAGE
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Submitted by Dereck Ostiguy

Small town people making their
appearance in Big Time history with
Big Time players

In the aftermath of the crash, a telegraph
operator, Jack Atherton, working out of the
Kamloops repeater station was accused,
charged and arrested for the disaster.

Last newsletter, 2015 Issue #3, featured a story
about one of the residents of 420 Fraser St., our
now Museum home. I am going to tell you about
its first resident and how he impacted history and
time.

The trial took place in Prince George, in May
of 1951 and Lytton's own Wick Drake was
called as an expert witness for the defence.

Wick Drake (Welsford
Wilson Drake) and
his family, wife Eva
and sons Wels and
Art, were the first
occupants of 420
Fraser in Lytton in
1941. Wick worked
for CN and was
responsible for the
telegraph/repeater
operations in Lytton.
Now to the meat of this
story.
In 1950 Wick worked the telegraph at the Birch
Island, BC repeater station, 77.8 miles NE of
Kamloops. In that same year, on November 21,
1950, British Columbia experienced it's worst
rail disaster ever. At Canoe River, BC near
Valemount, BC, a CN, westbound Korean troop
train called "Passenger Extra 3538" and a regular
eastbound CN, passenger train, (Continental
Limited) collided head on. There was a total loss
of 21 lives. 17 of the dead were Korean bound
Canadian soldiers and 4 rail crew, 2 from each
train engine.

Now here is the kicker connection - the
Atherton's family hired a defence lawyer
named John Diefenbaker. Atherton was
acquitted and his lawyer later went on to
become the Prime Minister of Canada.
The story, which includes Wicks, the trial
transcripts, pictures and all the details, is
available in a wonderful book called Head On British Columbia's Deadliest Railway
Accident, by Mark Wilson and published by
Friesen Press, Victoria, B.C.

Arrested in 1817 as accessory to Seven Oaks
PAGE
massacre near Red River. Finally acquitted in 1819.
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Submitted by Tom Peglow

The only known prehistoric North American
dog developed by true animal husbandry by the
Salish over time unknown was a Spitz-like dog,
white and long haired.
Wool dogs were kept apart on small islands or
shut up in caves so they couldn’t interbreed
with other dogs and sheared like sheep once a
year, around June or July. Caring for them
would have been shared or delegated to a
group, thereby adding importance to the Wool
Dogs’ fur.
The yarn made from their wool was often
mixed with sheep wool or horsehair. This may
have been for a number of reasons, one being
dogs’ hair by itself is a much better heating
material, and would be too warm for a sweater,
but okay for a blanket. Dogs’ hair has a hollow
core and so is insulated where sheep’s hair is
solid and so not self-insulated nor as warm.
What ratio of dog fur yarn to other kinds was
used may be unknown today, but I doubt it was
equal.

The extinction of this breed of dog came
about from the easy availability of yarn and
blankets from Hudson Bay Company. Also
about this time, small pox swept through the
native villages and many parts of their culture
were lost or changed. Dog keepers could also
have been lost, affected by the small pox
outbreak. By 1858 the Salish Wool Dog was
more or less gone.
While wool dogs are were generally kept in
coastal areas of Washington and southern
B.C., Simon Fraser was supposedly given a
ceremonial blanket made from dogs’ wool
while at Lytton. This was possible, as James
Teit, a noted early anthropologist, stated that a
weaver had told him that Wool Dogs were
kept as far north as Spuzzum, and Lytton.
Some modern day weavers are mixing dogs’
hair with other yarns to create
warm blends for their
sweaters and other clothing.
The idea is still with us.

As well as being made into every day clothing
like sweaters, hats and mittens, Salish
ceremonial blankets made from this yarn were
distributed at potlatches and were prized items.

A Museum is...
... a reflection of the people involved in its
existence: those who use it, those who
operate it and those who provide for it.
If a museum is to succeed in a community, it
must have behind it an organized, dedicated,
enthusiastic and energetic group of people
with a purpose...

Canadian artist Paul Kane’s 1855 painting of wool dog

Excerpt from Of Mutual Respect and Other Things

1820 he married Catherine, 14 years his junior. They
had 5 sons & 4 daughters (1 daughter died in infancy).PAGE
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Lytton’s Chinese Museum
and Goddess Kwan Yin

Gold, Steam & Apples

With all the interest in Chinese involvement in
the early development of our province, a
display board was provided by Lorna Fandrich
about her proposed Joss House building on its
original site, the empty lot south of the Rest
Inn motel.

A new, local area book with the above proposed
title is in the works.
John Hannah, who grew up in North Bend and
Keefers and went to Kumsheen High School,
paid a visit to the museum to do further research
for his book. He had found his grandmother’s
daily diary and and was tracking down some
history of the people she mentioned in it.
We look forward to his book, hopefully to be
published next year. Once that happens, John
has offered to do an author signing evening at
the museum.
Stay tuned for further announcements!

A Piece of Lytton History
Earlier this year a friend who lives in Vancouver
sent this e-mail and photo:
Has Anyone Noticed? Has the Lytton fire truck
gone missing ?
Spotted just down the hill from us on 16th Ave.
It has shown up at that location several times
recently.
Hope Lytton has a replacement.:-)

For the River Festival weekend, Rev. Koten
Benson loaned us a very old statue of Kwan Lin
(Goddess of Mercy and Compassion) which has
been donated to Lorna’s project, to display along
side the Joss House information.
There was a lot of interest from our weekend
visitors.

At age 62 suffered knee injury while militia captain
PAGE
during 1837-38 rebellion. No pension until 1841.
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Jim Munster...aka Kitpou...
Explained ?
I had an e-mail from the man in Ontario who
shares his Kitpou information with me. In part
he said:
I have finally received Munster's Navy files
from the federal archives. Interesting info.
It appears that he suffered a head injury
aboard ship during an action in the Atlantic.
Discharged in 1945 because of
behavior changes. Explains a lot.

While doing research in vintage
newspapers for this issue I just could not
resist this item from the Enderby Press,
Dec. 1915.

As always with Kitpou it raises more questions.
Was this a battle wound? Did he get into a fight?
Did he fall down a hatch?
Is this the final chapter?

River Level 100 years Ago
The Phoenix Pioneer Newspaper, 1915:

And after deciding on Simon Fraser
snippets, I found the following ‘filler’ in
the Coast News, Oct 1965 issue.
Simon Fraser was the first white
man to visit the site of Lytton, B.C.
He stopped there in 1808 and it
is reported he had to shake hands
with 1,200 Indians.
I wonder who was counting ? Or is this
just media hype ? Can you cite a source
for this information ?

Died in relative poverty Aug 18, 1862. Catherine
PAGE
died one day later. Buried in Cornwall, Ontario.
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Curio Corner
curio: a rare, unusual, or intriguing object.
The origins of croquet are a little cloudy.
Some histories of the game say a similar
game was seen in France in the early mid
1800‘s, It was introduced in England about
1851.
At first, croquet was most popular among
women, It was a new experience for them to
be able to play a game outdoors in the
company of men. Early games of croquet
were carefully chaperoned. Tight croquet,
which was the practice of putting a foot on the
ball and sending the opponent far away into
the bushes, allowed the young men to go into
the bushes with the young women to search
for the ball. The game's popularity grew in
the 1860's where garden parties began to be
called croquet parties.

Our Table Croquet Game was produced by Bing
Games in Bavaria. The game is identical to
regular outdoor croquet but is packaged in a
small box and the supplied pieces allow players
to re-create the game on a smaller table top. The
box includes both the rules and a diagram for
the arrangement of the posts and wickets to
accommodate a rectangular playing surface.
Mallets are about 8" long, balls are 1-1/4" in
diameter, and the wire hoops are 2" wide, bent
so they will stand erect.
Most early games were not specifically dated.
Information about the company indicate this
game was prior to 1925. This particular game
was played first in Abbotsford, and later when it
came to the Chute family in Lytton.
Did you ever play it?

In 1900 croquet featured as a demonstration
sport in the Olympics in Paris and players
from France won all the medals.

Regular Museum Meetings on the last Tuesday
of each month 7:00pm in the Museum.
(no meeting in July, Aug. or Dec.)
$10 Membership includes a copy of each of
our newsletters.
Newsletters are available by e-mail in pdf format
saving you paper clutter and saving the Museum
publication and postage costs.
Send us an e-mail at
museum@lyttonmuseum.ca

LYTTON MUSEUM & ARCHIVES
(a Village of Lytton Commission) is a member of:

Unlocking Lytton’s Past

& the BC Historical Federation

